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ing votes to the very modest
proposal to protect the Snowy
Plover, I should say in Len
Stone’s defense that he came
in to the council at a time when
theOpenSpaceCommittee had
beenallowedtolanguish.There
are responsibilities as well as
blessings that come with whatever part of the planet one inhabits. I am not surprised that
Mayor Stone would easily find
50 people who are not very well
informed about the fragile ecosystems around them. The fact
is that most people have barely
a clue. I, myself, rely heavily on
people who have studied such
things in greater depth than I
will have time to do. I am sure
that, once the council fills the
vacancies on the open space
committee and the committee
is back to doing its job, then
Mayor Stone’s votes will reflect
his better understanding of the
issues and the responsibilities
we share as stewards of our
little part of the planet.
Dan B. Underhill
Sharp Park

Reasonable
rent?
Editor:
Even though I live now in
Daly City, I often return to Pacifica and to my favorite store
— Oceana Market. Recently,
I noticed that the martial arts

studio, Shintaikaido, seemed
to be closed and, sure enough,
there were signs in the windows which said that the studio
was moving to a new location
elsewhere. I inquired and investigated and it seems that
this good tenant of the Eureka
Square shopping center was
yet another victim of a rent increase which was impossible
to pay. My dad was involved in
banking for more than 30 years
and had a brilliant mind for finances and the complexities
of doing business and staying
solvent and earning meaningful income. Unfortunately, I
did not inherit my dad’s financial wisdom. So, because I am
somewhat unclear on the concept, I must ask why the owner
of a shopping center with so
many empty storefronts and
vacant buildings raises the
monthly rent on one of the
few remaining businesses
there and force that business
to leave? Maybe it’s better not
to know the reason. I mean,
wouldn’t the owner want to
encourage new businesses to
move in and fill all these ghostly
spaces? Hopefully by offering
rental rates that were reasonable and not intolerable.
Piers Lahey
Daly City

Guns
Editor:
If you want a gun for home
protection then you want a
shotgun with buckshot, not
a high-powered rifle or pistol
with high capacity magazines.
The shotgun with buckshot will

My Turn
Barbara Arietta

Witnessing history
Since February of 2007 I
have been a member of our local Democratic club, originally
known as the Pacifica Democrats, but, now known as the
Pacifica-Daly City Democrats.
And, as a member and current
leader of the club, I have never
missed a single meeting since
the day that I joined, a record
that I was loathe to break once
I realized that I had attained
such a feat during these past
six years.
However, a personal invitation, on behalf of Congresswoman Jackie Speier from
her Washington, D.C. Chief
of Staff, to be a Congressional
guest at the 57th Presidential
Inauguration in Washington
D. C. of the 44th President
of the United States, Barack
Obama, quickly changed that
perfect attendance record.
The trek to Washington
D. C. was not an easy one and,
certainly economically, not
a cheap one. But it was, perhaps, the most valuable trip
that I have ever made in my
entire life. And, to share this
wonderful, once-in-a lifetime
opportunity, I brought with
me my best friend and traveling companion, my husband,
Richard Arietta.

Together we flew across
the country, on the bright Saturday morning of January 19
on connection flights that took
us to Charlotte, North Carolina, for dinner before arriving
at midnight in Washington,
D.C.
The next day, Sunday, we
found ourselves on the Washington, D.C. subway Metro
trains, which were overwhelmingly crowded with, literally,
hundreds of thousands of
friendly and outgoing strangers, traveling beneath the barricaded and closed off streets
of Washington, as they proceeded on their own personal
pilgrimages to their Congressional representative offices
to obtain their personal tickets
for the following morning.
It was reported on the
Monday morning of the Inauguration that there were only
1,600 reserved seats available
for Legislative guests on the
lawn in front of the Presidential Podium at the Capitol.
However, it was still a “firstcome, first-served” basis for
the ticket holders to a certain
degree. After getting up at 4
a.m. and on the Metro at 6 a.m.
and through the inauguration
security lines at the Capitol

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
MOUNTAIN LION PROTECTION
Democratic State Senator Jerry Hill has introduced legislation that would require the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (DFW) to use nonlethal options when
responding to incidents like the one that led to the fatal
shooting of two mountain lion cubs by a game warden
in the backyard of a home in Half Moon Bay on December 1, 2012. Current state regulations do not give DFW
much flexibility when mountain lions venture into areas
populated by humans, as in the incidents that resulted
in the Half Moon Bay shootings and another in Redwood
City in 2011. Hill’s legislation also would authorize DFW
to partner with wildlife groups and nonprofits when
responding to such incidents, if no imminent threat to
human life. Current law doesn’t clearly authorize DFW
to use wildlife groups throughout the state, even though
they could help tranquilize and capture mountain lions.
SAMTRANS HYBRID BUSES
SamTrans is taking another step toward modernizing its
fleet with buses that will lower emissions and improve
fuel consumption. The Board of Directors has approved
a contract to purchase 25 diesel electric hybrid buses.
The energy-efficient buses, the first in the SamTrans
fleet, are expected to be in service throughout the county
by the end of the year. The low-floor buses use long-life,
non-hazardous, maintenance-free batteries to capture
and store braking energy, and advanced solid-state
controllers to manage and blend power sources. For the
environment and passengers, this means reduced emissions and smoother, quieter buses. For the district, it
means less fuel, which translates into improved operating costs. The diesel-electric hybrid buses will produce
90 percent fewer greenhouse gas emissions than the
1998 buses they replace. The fuel technology used in the
new diesel buses has engine emission certification levels
that are the same as those found in buses powered by

not penetrate your sheetrock
walls thus not endangering
your spouse or children while
you deal with the intruder to
your home. A high-powered
rifle or pistol will penetrate the
sheetrock walls and thus put
family members at risk especially if it is in semiautomatic
setting. A shotgun can also be
used as an effective club on that
same intruder.
We also don’t need a lot of
new gun laws, we only need one
new law and that law would
mandate the death penalty for
anyone who uses a gun in the
commission of a crime, period.
If there is irrefutable evidence
that a person used a gun or
threatened to use a gun in the
commission of a crime then
the appeals process would be
wavedandtheperson executed
within 6 months of judgment.
This will help clear the courts
and the prisons as you would
not have 20-30 years of appeals
in these cases. This law works
quite effectively in the countries that already have this law
on the books. In these countries
crime by gun is virtually nonexistent.
Jim Gunn
Park Pacifica
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mage sale on Friday and Saturday, Feb. 8-9. This Superbowl
of rummage sales runs from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day and
items are offered at half-price
during the last two hours of the
event.
Clothes, clothes, clothes will
be the feature attraction of this
sale as more than 100 items of
clothing have been donated
by a major department store.
These include shoes, purses,
gloves as well as robes, gowns,
jackets and sportswear. The
original sales tags are still attached. A private dressing area
will be provided for try-ons and
dedicated sales associates will
be available to assist you in
your purchasing efforts. New
furniture has arrived and will
be sold at rock-bottom prices to
make room for new inventory.
The Jewelry Center, tucked in
one corner of the salesroom,
will offer that special gift Valentine for him or her.
All monies raised by these
monthly rummage sales go
toward the eventual establishment of a Museum and Event
Center, which will be available
for wedding receptions, birthday parties and other social
gatherings. Once again the
LBC will become the hub of Pacifica activities as it was in the
remembered past.
Marvin Morganti
Editor:
Pacifica Historical
Looking for a sweetheart
Society
of a sale this Valentine month?
Look no further than the Little
Editor:
Brown Church where the PaWow! A big check has just
cifica Historical Society will be
sponsoring their monthly rum- been approved for the Pacifica

Pier. We just got a check for
$250,000 from Cosco Busan Oil
Spill Settlement plus we have
$249,000 from Wildlife Conservation Board. These funds
will be used to shore up (no pun
intended) our Pier. It is in dire
need of new lighting, a repair of
the deck and a fixer-up of the
corroding railing. It will also be
good to have electrical outlets
so we can play our radios for
a little music while we sway
to the waves. As a member of
POPS, I think I can speak for
all fisherman and walkers on
the pier that we will be happy
to see all these improvements.
I can hardly wait to see all these
improvements that will bring
our pier back to its old glory.
Thanks to all who have worked
so hard to make this a reality.
Andy Pappas, the Crab
King
Fairmont West

making.
Their presence and their
kind and caring attitudes towards each other bore witness
to President Barack Obama’s
statement that “we are all in
this together.”
On our journey we also ran
into Pacificans Chris Ranken,
Mary Ann Nihart and Sue Digre and Moss Beach resident
April Vargas. Meeting my fellow countrymen has given me
much hope. But, the greatest
hope came from the President
himself.
As I waited in the cold
early morning chill, I thought
of other Presidents and other
Inaugural speeches and how
one in particular made such
an impression on me — the
Inaugural speech of President
John F. Kennedy. How would
my impression of Obama’s
speech measure up to that
great speech of so long ago?
The answer to that question came swiftly when President Obama appeared and began to speak the words of our
Founding Fathers.
From his very first words
stating that he believed that
“man was endowed with certain inalienable rights,” the
mystic chords of memory
catapulted me back to the moment when those words were
originally said. In just a matter
of moments, I was no longer
in 2013, but rather, in the year
1776. It was as if I was hearing
those words really come alive
for the very first time, fresh
from the pens of our Founding
Fathers.

A chill went up my spine
and I was overwhelmed by a
sudden and surprising emotion. Yes, I was enthralled.
In that one opening remark
President Barack Obama had
captured my attention like no
other inaugural speaker had in
history. Obama was bringing
history to life or, better yet, life
to history. It was no longer in
the past. It was in the here and
now, and the now is all that we
have. He gave it and I “got it.”
It was not only a politically
progressive speech, it was a
masterwork of progressive
theology: a public sermon on
the meaning of America, a
credal statement and a call to
practice that faith in the world.
It was an expression of a genuinely pluralistic America, an
expression of the people that
I had been meeting from all
over the United States since
the moment that our plane had
landed in Washington, D.C.
It was the Inaugural Address of a new sort of American civic spirituality.
When President Kennedy
delivered his Inaugural speech,
it was considered the best public sermon in this tradition of
American civil religion.
In 2011, it has been reported that the United States
became an officially pluralistic
country for the first time in its
history with no single faith tradition claiming the allegiance
of 50 percent of the population. Overtly Judeo-Christian
understandings of God are no
longer adequate to address
and include all of America’s

Superbowl of
rummage sales

Big Check

by 7 a.m., we were extremely
fortunate to attain an aisle
seat location in the center section in front of the Presidential
Podium, only four rows from
the front, but with a four and
one half hour wait for the ceremony to begin in the very cold
chill of the morning.
The remaining 900,000
attendees, who were without
tickets, stood throughout the
long stretch of the Capitol Mall
and I might add they stood for
several hours. Each of those
that had no seat were given an
American flag to wave. These
individuals appeared to be the
most hardy and intrepid souls
of all, as we all braved the 20
to 29 degree temperatures for
hours on end, awaiting the arrival of the United States President and members of the Supreme Court, the Senate and
the United States Congress.
They came from everywhere, the North, the South,
the east and, like myself and
my husband, the West. It
was an interesting and what
proved to be a very broad base
of people, which ran true to
form of the base support for
President Barack Obama. No
other President of the United
States has been reported to
have had the broadest base
of diversified support that
Barack Obama has managed
to attain. I am now a first-hand
witness to that fact.
A thorough scan of the
crowd revealed a massive
sampling of the diversity of
humanity present, all of whom
came to witness history in the

compressed natural gas. The buses include upgrades
that improve safety and comfort for riders. The wheelchair ramp has a more gradual incline, which makes it
easier for riders to board the bus. The buses even offer
smart technology features, such as interior, energy-efficient LED lighting, equipped with sensors that measure
the ambient light. On bright, sunny days, the lights turn
down and when it is dark outside, the lights are brighter.
The rear door is also modernized to open automatically
when a passenger stands on the exit stairs, eliminating
the need for a push bar on the door.
INNER EDITOR FOR WRITERS
Do you have an eagle eye? Do you correct your relatives,
friends, and colleagues when they mangle the English
language? Do you want to improve your communication
skills? This three-hour class is about using your Inner
Editor to improve your writing by applying basic editorial principles of clarity and consistency. The instructor
(yours truly) is an experienced copy editor, proofreader,
writer, blogger, and teacher, working in the Bay Area
since the days of typewriters and carbon paper. He
has 40+ years of experience in advertising, marketing,
corporate communications, journalism, and publishing
(academic, technical, and trade). Get information and
sign up for classes: April 9, City College of San Francisco
at Fort Mason, 415-561-1840, ccsf.edu/contined; April 13,
De Anza College, 408-864-8817, communityeducation.
fhda.edu
FRESH & EASY: NEVER SAY DIE
“We wanted to reach out to you to address numerous
news and online reports about the future of our stores.
Our parent company Tesco is conducting a strategic
review of Fresh & Easy - they’re looking at all options
to find the best outcome for the neighborhood market
that you - and we - have come to love. While we don’t
know exactly what that outcome will be, or if Tesco will
continue to own the company, we’re confident that Fresh
& Easy can continue to be your favorite market. We
want to assure you: we don’t have plans to close stores.
We’re still committed to providing delicious, wholesome
and affordable food every day. We’re still Fresh & Easy;
open for business with everything that you enjoy about
our store, with even more exciting things to come. That’s
why we’re going to keep on fighting the good food fight.

Committees
important
Editor:
Why has the City Council
allowed Pacifica’s long standing Open Space Committee to
languish? The committee has
not been able to meet for lack
of a quorum and the City has
done nothing to appoint new
members.
This is important. The OSC
and the Golden Gate National
Recreational Area Advisory
Board are the main connections between Pacificans and
public officials on critical open
space issues. Here, concerned
citizens are not just limited to

three minutes at a public hearing. Issues can be thoroughly
discussed before recommendations are made to the Planning
Commission and City Council.
The OSC was formed decades ago. If you remember,
there were plans for big housing developments all over Pacifica with little real concern for
open space impacts. It was the
era “condomania.”
The public was alarmed.
In response, the City Council,
led by Council member Chuck
Curry, formed an Open Space
Task Force to identify and evaluate the open space resources
of the most important private
parcelsandgovernment-owned
public lands. The Task Force
was made up of folks from all
over Pacifica, along with two
Planning Commissioners and
two Councilmembers.
The system worked great,
and many potentially ugly confrontations between citizens
and the City Council, not to
mention potential referendum
elections, were avoided.
The current City Council
has announced its intentions
to focus on economic development and has appointed a citizens committee for that purpose. I applaud that.
Pacifica needs an Economic
Development Committee and
an Open Space Committee.
Hopefully, working together,
Pacifica will have beneficial
development that compliments
the open space that we all love
and value.
John Curtis
Sharp Park
people. President Obama is
the first President who, as a
Christian person, has to speak
to and for the communities of
American faiths. On Monday
Jan. 21, 2013, President Obama
did just that.
He gave me much to think
about. He articulated six beliefs of a spiritual and political
nature, as well as an inclusive
and pluralistic creed. 1) We
believe in community 2) We
believe in shared prosperity 3)
We believe in mutual care of
one another 4) We believe in
stewardship of the earth 5) We
believe in peacemaking and 6)
We believe in equality and human rights. He weaved into his
speech topics that I had never
heard put together before in
an Inaugural Address: Selma,
Stonewall and Seneca Falls.
He shied away from nothing
in his affirmation for equality
and basic human rights.
President Obama ended
his speech with a call to action.
The Inaugural address was assertively progressive.
It was a powerful and
deeply nuanced piece of public
theology. It gave me renewed
hope in the future. His message to me was that we must
answer the call of history by
renewing our ancient covenant for justice and equality in
this new and uncertain world.
Editor’s Note: Theseopinions and the content of this column are those of Ms. Arietta
and do not necessarily reflect
the position or opinions of the
Pacifica Tribune or its staff.

Now, more than ever, we appreciate your energy in our
stores and being able to share a smile with you. We look
forward to seeing you soon and thank you for your continued support.” (The Fresh & Easy Team)
SEASON FOR NONVIOLENCE
Gandhi-King-Chavez Season for Nonviolence, Holistic
Health Learning Center, San Francisco State University,
415-338-6416
SITESEER
•Jim Grantham’s jazz classes: jazzmasterworkout.com
•Dog and cat breeds: petcentric.com
•New search engine: duckduckgo.com
QUICK BITE
Hankering for tandoori pizza? Cheesesteak sandwich?
Eggplant parmesan? Mama Maria’s Italian food (Fairmont Plaza at Hickey and Skyline) is worth a trip up the
hill. Ask the friendly cook about his stint in Sicily.
BUCKS FOR DUCKS
Want to support bird refuges and wildlife preserves?
Anyone can buy a duck stamp at the post office for only
15 bucks. Duck hunters have to buy the stamps to help
pay for federal wildlife protection, but we bird lovers also
can buy duck stamps to accomplish the same thing. In
this unique partnership, hunters and birdwatchers are
helping each other. (from a suggestion by S.F. Chronicle
outdoors columnist Tom Stienstra)
NAME THAT TUNE
Scott M. likes Neil Young’s “Unknown Legend” and
Steven Stills’ “Southern Cross.” Robert H. likes “East
West” by the Paul Butterfield Blues Band. (Robert also
tried the seafood cocktail and molcajete at San Mateo’s
El Sinaloaense, which I recommended recently.)
WASTING AWAY IN MAYBURRITOVILLE
•Editor: goofbuster.com
•Blogger: pacificariptide.com
•Email: mayburrito@goofbuster.com
Editor’s Note: Opinions expressed in this column are
those of Mr. Maybury and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Pacifica Tribune.

